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T o master phonetic spelling based
on the relationships between
speech sounds and printed letters,

English-language students must be able to 
write the items they hear and pronounce 
the printed words they see.   

This activity provides practice and 
immediate feedback in both skills:            
spelling through phonics and reading 
words aloud—comprehensibly. It also     
helps language learners to recognize 
their own weaknesses and strengths.  

ABOVE, LEFT: An example of a two-column,  ten-item DYAD SPELLING paper designed to practice one-letter 
and letter-combination vowel spellings.  For this game, participants were “allowed” to add silent 

consonants but not final silent –e or unstressed syllables.  The person that filled in List 1 can now dictate 
the words to a partner, who puts the missing letters in his/her List 2.   The two then compare their work.  

ABOVE, MIDDLE: An example of a two-part DYAD SPELLING template that includes Instructions to            
Users at the top.  At the bottom is a removable Word List of possible ways to complete the 15 items.  

LIST 1 LIST 2 

1.  h    ea    r 1.  h          r 
2.  l    oo    se 2. l           se 
3. s tr    ee    3. str          t 
4.  ch    ai    r 4. ch           r 
5.  b    uy    . 5. b            . 
6.  f    u    n 6.  f          n 
7.  p    ou    r 7.  p         r 
8.  tr    ee    . 8.  tr           . 
9. l    igh   t 9. l            t 
10.  r    u    b 10.  r          b 

TO THE LEFT:               
This reduced- sized 

image is typical     
of kinds of ready-                

to-use freebies              
that can be 

requested and 
downloaded from 
Authors & Editors

at 2learn-
english.com.  It can 

be duplicated   
(perhaps two-

sided), distributed 
again and again, 

and used in  
various ways.   

IDEA C = DYAD SPELLING 

C 
DYAD 

SPELLING 
SPECIFIC TOPIC OF IDEA C:  Vowel sounds spelled by one vowel letter or by two or

more letters together (No final silent –e spellings are included.)
MATERIALS: Writing paper and pencils
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3. When students have completed their Left-Column lists, they pair up.  One person
in turn reads aloud his/her numbered words to his/her partner, who tries to fill in
the missing letters in his/her List 2 items without looking at the speaker’s paper.
Then they exchange roles and repeat the process in reverse.

4. Partners compare their papers.  If they have pronounced their words correctly
and clearly, and if their listeners were able to understand and spell the sounds
represented by blanks, the Left Column of the first person’s paper should now be
identical to the Right Column of the second person’s—and vice versa.  If there are
discrepancies, partners circle them and figure out how the mistakes occurred—
through inaccurate pronunciation, hearing difficulties, spelling errors, or what?

5. On a board, students can list words that presented problems.  Go over these with
the whole class—their pronunciation, phonics patterns, spelling rules, meaning,
and other features.  Have at least one person copy the list of words for later
duplication, review, reinforcement, testing, and/or other educational purposes.

6. For follow-up at another time, use the copied word list—and/or other items that
follow comparable phonics principles—for a Quiz based on the above techniques.
To begin, on a board list numbered items with blanks for individuals to copy.            
Second, say the words you have in mind. Test-takers fill in missing letters based
only on their sound(s). Third, repeat the same words in phrases. Finally, have
the class read back the numbered Quiz items in order.  Fill in missing letters
according to what you hear.  (Note possible reasons for miscommunication.)
Learners correct each other’s papers.  Later, repeat with different Quiz items.

INSTRUCTIONS 
If necessary, review sound-spelling relationships—in this      
case, letters used to spell simple and complex vowel sounds    
in or at the end of one-syllable words or stressed syllables.    

1. On a board, list numbered incomplete words—with blanks
replacing the letters that will illustrate targeted phonics/
spelling principles.  Hand out blank paper.

2. Everyone folds his/her paper in half lengthwise and copies the word list twice—
once in each of the two columns. In each blank on the left, s/he fills in a single
letter or letter combination for a possible vowel spelling that results in a real word.            
Make clear that there are several possibilities for each item; suggest that participants
choose interesting words—perhaps even new or less common vocabulary—that
others might like to learn or review. (Encouraging the use of dictionaries or reference
word lists can make the activity more stimulating, productive, and comprehensive.)

If you are teaching vowel phonics patterns, remind students to put letters that represent 
vowel sounds only—even if silent consonant letters are included, as in the “advanced” 
combination -ough-.  Otherwise, they may confuse themselves or others by adding 
consonant spellings or even (unwanted) extra syllables. Take learners’ proficiency levels 
into account when deciding which phonics patterns to exclude, allow, or promote.   

LIST 1 LIST 2 
1.  h    r 1.  h    r 

2. l       se 2. l       se 

3. str        t 3. str        t 

4. ch        r 4. ch        r 

5. b       . 5. b       . 

6.  f     n 6.  f     n 

7.  p     r 7.  p     r 

8.  tr    .    8.  tr     . 

9. l       t 9. l       t 

10.  r     b 10.  r     b 
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O THER AREAS OF APPLICATION: Complex (“long”) vowel sounds spelled with final silent –e; 
initial, medial, or final consonant sounds, including consonant clusters; lesson vocabulary; . . .  

POSSIBLE VARIATIONS
Instead of simply filling in letters, participants in pairs can make up their own

spelling lists and dictate the words to each other. If you try this variation, you
might want to supply a list of word pairs or groups to choose from (e.g., pat,
pet, pot, put, putt; pair, peer, pour, poor, pyre; ray, rye, row, rue; etc.).

Instead of Spelling Lists, you can supply simple paragraphs with letters, or
whole items, to fill in. Each student "dictates" an entire paragraph to his/her
partner, who writes the word parts or words and then checks his/her work.

Alternatively, give each person a different paragraph to dictate to his/her partner
or a small group. Then everyone compares what s/he has written to the original.

One  person  dictates  the para-

graph to  another. The second

writes  the  missing letters  in      

the  blanks. Then they compare

papers.  Are they exactly  the

same?  If so,  the  pronunciation

was  probably  good.  And  the

other  learner listen and  spell  well.

If  the  two  papers  are  

different, what’s the problem?      

Is  it  accent or  vocabulary  or

spelling?  Figure  it  out  together.

One  p__rson  d__ctates      the paragr__ph  to  an__ther.             T he s__cond  wr__t__s  the m__ssingletters  in  the bl__nks.  Th__n theycomp__r__  p__pers.   Are theyex__ctly  the s__m__?  If so, thepron__nciation  was  pr__bably g___d.  And the  __ther  l___rner canl__sten  and  sp__ll  w__ll.

__f  the  two  papers  are d__fferent,what’s  the  pr__blem? Is  it __ccentor  voc__bulary  or sp__lling? F__gureit  ___t  tog__ther.  

ABOVE: A paired example of “fill-in” paragraphs for one            
learner to “dictate” to another, who prints the missing letters 

IDEA C = DYAD SPELLING 

One  person  dictates  the  para-
graph to  another. The  second  
writes  the  missing letters  in  the  
blanks. Then they compare papers.  
Are they exactly  the  same? If so,  
the  pronunciation  was  probably  
good.  And  the  other  learner can  
listen and  spell  well. 

If  the  two  papers  are        
different, what’s the problem?               
Is  it  accent or  vocabulary  or 
spelling?  Figure  it  out  together.  

One  p__rson  d__ctates  the paragr__ph  to 

an__ther. T he s__cond  wr__t__s  the 

m__ssing  letters  in  the bl__nks.  Th__n they 

comp__r__  p__pers.  Are they ex__ctly the 

s__m__?  If so, the pron__nciation  was  

pr__bably g___d.  And the  __ther  l___rner 

can  l__sten  and  sp__ll  w__ll. 

 
__f  the  two  papers  are d__fferent, what’s 

the  pr__blem? Is  it __ccent  or  

voc__bulary  or sp__lling? F__gure  it 

___t  tog__ther.  

LEVELS = HIGH-BEGINNING TO HIGH-INTERMEDIATE 
 SUGGESTIONS FOR ADAPTATION 

For the lowest proficiency levels, prepare two pages based on the same sounds.  
On one of them, fill in letters in the Left Column in one way and on the second page,
in another.  Each participant in each pair receives a different paper. The first reads 
his/her words aloud to his/her partner, who fills in letters for the sounds s/he hears 
in the Right Column of his/her page, and vice versa. Then they compare their work.

When less confident learners are ready to complete their own Left-Column Lists,    
walk around to monitor their choices, judging them as “real words”—or not.    

There could be a different DYAD SPELLING template with blanks on the back of each page.   
A possibility requiring advanced preparation is to laminate pages displaying different 
DYAD SPELLING templates so that students could write on them, complete activities, and 
then erase their markings.  The resulting materials would be both reusable and durable.   
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